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Free pdf Whitton an iron age and roman farmstead in south
glamorgan Full PDF
a very hairy but not too scary monster story one dark stormy night owl mouse and rabbit are afraid could it be the monster of the
woods knocking at the door this warm funny tale about friendship has a wonderfully unexpected twist a handy guide for 20 lovely
varied walks 2 7 miles long on the wales coastal path and inland areas in south glamorgan clear maps and interesting information
about various locations along the route are included this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it
may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally
important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in
affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work examining how the city of cardiff has managed to
transform itself in recent years this book analyses the way in which its local governments have promoted an economic social
cultural physical and environmental transformation through a wide range of policy initiatives and partnerships with governments
agencies and enterprises forty three castles and fortified sites here described were founded or given their most significant fabric
after 1217 they include tower houses strong houses possible castles and twenty masonry castles ranging from the great clare works
at caerphilly and morlais to the small modestly fortified sites at barry and weobley and the exceptional fortified priory at ewenny
the density and variety of the medieval fortifications in glamorgan are unrivalled and their study is enriched by an exceptional
range of works on the history and records of a historic county formed by merging the lordships of glamorgan and gower part la
described the early castles and traced their role in the norman conquest and settlement of the fertile southern lowlands down to
1217 when the clares inherited glamorgan in that year the welsh had expelled the english from gower and remained unconquered
in the glamorgan uplands gower was soon lost again and under two redoubtable clare lords the glamorgan uplands were
appropriated in the mid 13th century and secured in a notable programme of castle works the castle building of earl richard de
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clare 1243 62 and his son gilbert the red earl 1263 95 as they achieved this second conquest of glamorgan foreshadowed the later
campaigns of edward i against gwynedd at caerphilly above all earl gilbert s castle deserves comparison with the great edwardian
works it introduced defensive features later to be adopted by king edward s savoyard master masons gower sites considered include
the impressive masonry castles at oystermouth and penrice a notable ornately arcaded domestic range at swansea is the only
surviving vestige of the chief castle of gower which is tentatively described from a variety of records ah the illustrated descriptions
incorporate detailed historical accounts the introductory survey outlines the later descent of glamorgan and gower to the end of the
15th century and along with the sectional preambles it provides general discussion of the sites this book explores aspects of the social
and cultural history of nuclear britain in the cold war era 1945 1991 and contributes to a more multivalent exploration of the
consequences of nuclear choices which are too often left unacknowledged by historians of post war britain in the years after 1945
the british government mobilised money scientific knowledge people and military industrial capacity to create both an
independent nuclear deterrent and the generation of electricity through nuclear reactors this expensive and vast technopolitical
project mostly top secret and run by small sub committees within government was central to broader cold war strategy and policy
recent attempts to map the resulting social and cultural history of these military industrial policy decisions suggest that nuclear
mobilisation had far reaching consequences for british life the chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of
contemporary british history fifty seven castles founded in glamorgan by 1217 are here described these include mottes castle
ringworks and presumed welsh earthworks all without masonry as well as sixteen masonry castles ranging from well known sites
at cardiff coity and ogmore to the welsh stone castle now identified at plas baglan later defensive monuments will be described in
part lb glamorgan castles occur in unrivalled density their study enriched by an exceptional range of works on local history and
records county borders embrace the lordships ot gower and glamorgan most castles lie in the fertile lowlands where norman rule
was imposed welsh independence endured in the uplands until the mid 13th century conquests of the clare lords when they
inherited glamorgan in 1217 norman rule had survived unbroken in the lowlands from the late 11th century if not in gower
profusely illustrated descriptions incorporate comprehensive historical accounts the introductory survey and sectional preambles
discuss the evidence illustrated by maps and diagrams significant conclusions emerge william the conqueror founded cardiff in 1081
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glacial drift provides a determinant for the segregation of mottes and castle ringworks roman roads forts and river crossings
influenced norman settlement early masonry castles rare in wales were numerous in glamorgan castle of the lords of glamorgan
are of particular interest especially newcastle which might be attributed to henry ii these lords included king john 1189 1216 and
leading magnates of the realm rufus s favourite robert fitzhamon 1093 1107 robert earl of gloucester base son of henry i fa 1j13 47
and later the great clare earls 1217 1314 and edward ii s favourite hugh despenser 1317 26 content map of sites treated in this part la
of volume iiii chairman s preface report with a list of monuments selected by the commissioners as most worthy of preservation list
of commissioners and staff authorship and compilation presentation of material introductory survey i the division of the material
parts la and lb explained ii the geographical background iii the historical background 1072 1217 iv the early castles discussed
inventory of the early castles section mo mottes without masonry section cr castle ringworks without masonry section uw
unclassified probably welsh castles section ve vanished early castles section mm masonry castles built over mottes section mr
masonry castles built over castle ringworks section em early masonry castles abbreviated titles of references map and list of
ecclesiastical parishes with incidence of monuments map and list of civil parishes with incidence of monuments index of national
grid references for sites treated in part la glossary general glossary welsh terms and place name elements list of figures including
maps and photographs general index alphabetical list of sites treated in part 1 b of volume iii map of sites treated in part lb of
volume iii deer have been central to human cultures throughout time and space whether as staples to hunter gatherers icons of
empire or the focus of sport their social and economic importance has seen some species transported across continents transforming
landscape as they went with the establishment of menageries and park the fortunes of other species have been less auspicious some
becoming extirpated or being in threat of extinction due to pressures of over hunting and or human instigated environmental
change in spite of their diverse deep rooted and long standing relations with human societies no multi disciplinary volume of
research on cervids has until now been produced this volume draws together research on deer from wide ranging disciplines and
in so doing substantially advances our broader understanding of human deer relationships in the past and the present themes
include species dispersal exploitation patterns symbolic significance material culture and art effects on the landscape and
management the temporal span of research ranges from the pleistocene to the modern day and covers europe north america and
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asia papers derived from international conferences held at the university of lincoln and in paris in the early 1980s i began to visit
south wales on a regular basis to photograph the railway scene at that time the collieries and steelworks were generating a lot of
rail traffic with class 37 diesels being the usual motive power passenger trains were in the hands of class 47s and 37s while peaks
and class 50s would also appear on occasion hsts dmus sprinters and pacers were of course also common as time went on collieries
closed and the coal traffic reduced but there always something new and interesting rugby internationals at cardiff regularly
produced a number of special trains which arrived from various parts of the country often bringing interesting motive power to
the welsh capital the class 37s were slowly replaced by class 56s and later class 60s on many duties in south wales but the rhymney
valley saw class 37 diesels working passenger trains into the twenty first century and on rugby international days privately owned
class 50s were also used on occasion i also visited the central wales line a number of times and particularly enjoyed the time i spent
at the small country stations before the semaphore signals were replaced this book contains a selection of photographs taken in the
latter part of the 20th and in the very early 21st century covering the railways of south wales and the welsh section of the central
wales line a few photographs of the principal heritage railways in more recent times are also included first published in 1997 this
volume examines the issue that throughout britain studies of social health and housing services have found discrimination
insensitive practices and lack of awareness of the needs of a multi racial population the relationships between these services and
their minority ethnic users remain problematic this book focuses on the lessons offered by the scottish experience original research
based contributions focus in turn on housing services social work and health services examining the perspectives of service users
and their needs and experiences and comparing the perspectives of professionals in each field the implications of these perspectives
for policy both local and national are explored in the context of recent national developments methodological issues are discussed
throughout the book and the complementarity of different research perspectives explored housing social work and health
professionals throughout britain will find sensitive discussion here of issues which face them daily in their work researchers will
find original data explored in the context of nationally relevant research issues and policies scottish researchers and practitioners
will find detailed discussion of how far the scottish experience is distinctive how far it offers lessons for the national picture and
how far it can learn from elsewhere multiple sclerosis is an incurable neurological disease of unknown cause with a fearful
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reputation for generating disability unemployment poverty and early death this book critically surveys the current state of
multiple sclerosis research demonstrating the shortfall of current research undertaken on the lives of people with multiple sclerosis
the royal commission on the ancient and historical monuments of wales has a leading national role in developing and promoting
understanding of the archaeological built and maritime heritage of wales as the originator curator and supplier of authoritative
information for individual corporate and governmental decision makers researchers and the general public this is the first book to
explore the exceptional opportunities offered by aerial photography for unravelling the physical complexities and historical
development of the industrial landscape of britain a wide range of industrial sites is illustrated from quarries mines and car factories
to airports railways and new towns the general nature and significance of their history and development is discussed while the
detailed commentaries accompanying each photograph indicate the kind of historical and technical information which cannot be
easily obtained in any other way there is good geographic coverage of sites with examples from england wales and scotland drawn
from the eighteenth to the twentieth centuries through a combination of fascinating narrative detail and imaginative presentation
of photographic evidence this book provides a unique insight into our industrial past and present this inventory forms part ii of
volume iv of the series planned for the county of glamorgan volume iii is intended to survey the secular monuments of the middle
ages part i defensive and part ii nondefensive volume iv is intended to survey the secular monuments of the period between the
reformation and the industrial revolution part i the greater houses and part ii the farmhouses and cottages when complete the
series should provide a comprehensive description of the surviving dwellings of the people of glamorgan both fortified and
unfortified from the time of the norman invasion until the accession of george iii together with a few selected monuments of later
date in part i of the present volume were described the principal residences of the major land owning families built between ca
1540 and 1760 in all 42 houses were fully illustrated and described in part ii will be found some of the secondary residences of those
families as well as houses of lesser landowners but chiefly recorded here are the houses of minor gentry and the tenant farmers
yeomen and husbandmen effectively the middle class of rural society in all 1 136 houses have been noted in addition a selection of
farmbuildings has been included a total of 342 being noted contents map of ecclesiastical parishes list of maps chairman s preface
report with list of monuments selected by the commissioners as especially worthy of preservation list of commissioners and staff
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presentation of material abbreviated titles of references historical survey architectural survey maps illustrating building features
illustrated inventory arranged by plan types med medieval houses al sub medieval direct entry houses with lateral chimney a sub
medieval direct entry houses with chimneys on the end gable or on the cross wall away from the entry b sub medieval hearth
passage end entry and chimney backing onto the entry houses bl sub medieval hearth passage houses long houses c sub medieval
lobby entry houses e sub medieval offset entry houses h sub medieval gable end entry houses u sub medieval unit system houses r
renaissance central planned symmetrical houses misc miscellaneous domestic remains l llantwit major cb cowbridge f farm
buildings list of sites list of ecclesiastical parishes with incidence of monuments list of civil parishes with incidence of monuments
glossary index map of civil parishes this 1950 book surveys what was known about prehistoric chamber tombs in england and
wales at the time of publication reflecting on discoveries made through the excavation of numerous tombs in the previous fifty
years this book will be of value to anyone interested in megalithic tombs and the development of archaeology we tend to think of
coal mining as predominantly a male occupation with women confined to roles as wives and support workers women worked at
the coal face for many years before they were banned in 1842 however mere legislation was not going to stop them many
continued to work underground with mine owners making little attempt to stop them due to the low wages paid to women some
would dress and pass as men to fool visiting inspectors for the majority though they worked on the pit brow where they received
the coal cleaned sorted and cut it to uniform size dirty laborious work including many accidents and deaths done by women and
girls some as young as 10 years old society was appalled and harshly criticized women but not men for working in such
environments and so close to male workers find a respectable job like domestic service they were told despite the fact that few jobs
for women were available in such industrialized areas like the more famous pit brow lasses of lancashire the tip girls were
castigated for having unsexed themselves accused of immorality of being unfit wives and mothers and society went on a mission to
save them but the tip girls did not want to be saved for nearly a hundred years these women fought society and parliament to
keep their jobs and clear their reputations norena shopland tells their story for the first time new research from census returns and
newspaper accounts have uncovered over 1 500 named women who worked in the welsh coalfields only a few could be included
in this book but it shows how much more work is needed in order for us to continue to celebrate these remarkable women papers
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presented at the third international conference on land reclamation an end to dereliction held at the university of wales college of
cardiff cardiff uk 2 5 july 1991 minerals of britain and ireland is a completely comprehensive treatment of the minerals found in
britain ireland and the surrounding islands there are huge gaps in our understanding of the lives of the silures despite what is in
many instances a glaring lack of evidence i ve increasingly become convinced that trying to tease out what we can about the social
structure of these people offers one of our best avenues to understanding them better silures explores exciting new discoveries and
changing interpretations to give an up to date analysis of the iron age peoples of south east wales from the study of stuff new
evidence of trade and commerce and archaeological discoveries to the suggestion of a new research agenda and a consideration of
silurian resonances in modern wales ray howell s insights are based on personal observations and his own research activities
including excavations in the silurian region
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South Glamorgan 1992

a very hairy but not too scary monster story one dark stormy night owl mouse and rabbit are afraid could it be the monster of the
woods knocking at the door this warm funny tale about friendship has a wonderfully unexpected twist

Glamorgan 1995

a handy guide for 20 lovely varied walks 2 7 miles long on the wales coastal path and inland areas in south glamorgan clear maps
and interesting information about various locations along the route are included

South Glamorgan, a County History 1975

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations
marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our
commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are
true to the original work

Annals of South Glamorgan 1970

examining how the city of cardiff has managed to transform itself in recent years this book analyses the way in which its local
governments have promoted an economic social cultural physical and environmental transformation through a wide range of
policy initiatives and partnerships with governments agencies and enterprises
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Llantrithyd 1977-01-01

forty three castles and fortified sites here described were founded or given their most significant fabric after 1217 they include
tower houses strong houses possible castles and twenty masonry castles ranging from the great clare works at caerphilly and
morlais to the small modestly fortified sites at barry and weobley and the exceptional fortified priory at ewenny the density and
variety of the medieval fortifications in glamorgan are unrivalled and their study is enriched by an exceptional range of works on
the history and records of a historic county formed by merging the lordships of glamorgan and gower part la described the early
castles and traced their role in the norman conquest and settlement of the fertile southern lowlands down to 1217 when the clares
inherited glamorgan in that year the welsh had expelled the english from gower and remained unconquered in the glamorgan
uplands gower was soon lost again and under two redoubtable clare lords the glamorgan uplands were appropriated in the mid 13th
century and secured in a notable programme of castle works the castle building of earl richard de clare 1243 62 and his son gilbert
the red earl 1263 95 as they achieved this second conquest of glamorgan foreshadowed the later campaigns of edward i against
gwynedd at caerphilly above all earl gilbert s castle deserves comparison with the great edwardian works it introduced defensive
features later to be adopted by king edward s savoyard master masons gower sites considered include the impressive masonry
castles at oystermouth and penrice a notable ornately arcaded domestic range at swansea is the only surviving vestige of the chief
castle of gower which is tentatively described from a variety of records ah the illustrated descriptions incorporate detailed historical
accounts the introductory survey outlines the later descent of glamorgan and gower to the end of the 15th century and along with
the sectional preambles it provides general discussion of the sites

South Glamorgan Official Guide 1993

this book explores aspects of the social and cultural history of nuclear britain in the cold war era 1945 1991 and contributes to a more
multivalent exploration of the consequences of nuclear choices which are too often left unacknowledged by historians of post war
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britain in the years after 1945 the british government mobilised money scientific knowledge people and military industrial
capacity to create both an independent nuclear deterrent and the generation of electricity through nuclear reactors this expensive
and vast technopolitical project mostly top secret and run by small sub committees within government was central to broader cold
war strategy and policy recent attempts to map the resulting social and cultural history of these military industrial policy decisions
suggest that nuclear mobilisation had far reaching consequences for british life the chapters in this book were originally published
as a special issue of contemporary british history

Walks on the Heritage Coast and South Glamorgan 2015-04-01

fifty seven castles founded in glamorgan by 1217 are here described these include mottes castle ringworks and presumed welsh
earthworks all without masonry as well as sixteen masonry castles ranging from well known sites at cardiff coity and ogmore to
the welsh stone castle now identified at plas baglan later defensive monuments will be described in part lb glamorgan castles occur
in unrivalled density their study enriched by an exceptional range of works on local history and records county borders embrace
the lordships ot gower and glamorgan most castles lie in the fertile lowlands where norman rule was imposed welsh independence
endured in the uplands until the mid 13th century conquests of the clare lords when they inherited glamorgan in 1217 norman
rule had survived unbroken in the lowlands from the late 11th century if not in gower profusely illustrated descriptions
incorporate comprehensive historical accounts the introductory survey and sectional preambles discuss the evidence illustrated by
maps and diagrams significant conclusions emerge william the conqueror founded cardiff in 1081 glacial drift provides a
determinant for the segregation of mottes and castle ringworks roman roads forts and river crossings influenced norman settlement
early masonry castles rare in wales were numerous in glamorgan castle of the lords of glamorgan are of particular interest
especially newcastle which might be attributed to henry ii these lords included king john 1189 1216 and leading magnates of the
realm rufus s favourite robert fitzhamon 1093 1107 robert earl of gloucester base son of henry i fa 1j13 47 and later the great clare
earls 1217 1314 and edward ii s favourite hugh despenser 1317 26 content map of sites treated in this part la of volume iiii chairman
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s preface report with a list of monuments selected by the commissioners as most worthy of preservation list of commissioners and
staff authorship and compilation presentation of material introductory survey i the division of the material parts la and lb explained
ii the geographical background iii the historical background 1072 1217 iv the early castles discussed inventory of the early castles
section mo mottes without masonry section cr castle ringworks without masonry section uw unclassified probably welsh castles
section ve vanished early castles section mm masonry castles built over mottes section mr masonry castles built over castle
ringworks section em early masonry castles abbreviated titles of references map and list of ecclesiastical parishes with incidence of
monuments map and list of civil parishes with incidence of monuments index of national grid references for sites treated in part la
glossary general glossary welsh terms and place name elements list of figures including maps and photographs general index
alphabetical list of sites treated in part 1 b of volume iii map of sites treated in part lb of volume iii

Young People Not in Education, Training Or Employment in South Glamorgan 1994

deer have been central to human cultures throughout time and space whether as staples to hunter gatherers icons of empire or the
focus of sport their social and economic importance has seen some species transported across continents transforming landscape as
they went with the establishment of menageries and park the fortunes of other species have been less auspicious some becoming
extirpated or being in threat of extinction due to pressures of over hunting and or human instigated environmental change in spite
of their diverse deep rooted and long standing relations with human societies no multi disciplinary volume of research on cervids
has until now been produced this volume draws together research on deer from wide ranging disciplines and in so doing
substantially advances our broader understanding of human deer relationships in the past and the present themes include species
dispersal exploitation patterns symbolic significance material culture and art effects on the landscape and management the temporal
span of research ranges from the pleistocene to the modern day and covers europe north america and asia papers derived from
international conferences held at the university of lincoln and in paris
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The Story of Glamorgan (1908) 2009-04

in the early 1980s i began to visit south wales on a regular basis to photograph the railway scene at that time the collieries and
steelworks were generating a lot of rail traffic with class 37 diesels being the usual motive power passenger trains were in the
hands of class 47s and 37s while peaks and class 50s would also appear on occasion hsts dmus sprinters and pacers were of course also
common as time went on collieries closed and the coal traffic reduced but there always something new and interesting rugby
internationals at cardiff regularly produced a number of special trains which arrived from various parts of the country often
bringing interesting motive power to the welsh capital the class 37s were slowly replaced by class 56s and later class 60s on many
duties in south wales but the rhymney valley saw class 37 diesels working passenger trains into the twenty first century and on
rugby international days privately owned class 50s were also used on occasion i also visited the central wales line a number of times
and particularly enjoyed the time i spent at the small country stations before the semaphore signals were replaced this book
contains a selection of photographs taken in the latter part of the 20th and in the very early 21st century covering the railways of
south wales and the welsh section of the central wales line a few photographs of the principal heritage railways in more recent
times are also included

Capital Cardiff 1975-2020 2006

first published in 1997 this volume examines the issue that throughout britain studies of social health and housing services have
found discrimination insensitive practices and lack of awareness of the needs of a multi racial population the relationships between
these services and their minority ethnic users remain problematic this book focuses on the lessons offered by the scottish
experience original research based contributions focus in turn on housing services social work and health services examining the
perspectives of service users and their needs and experiences and comparing the perspectives of professionals in each field the
implications of these perspectives for policy both local and national are explored in the context of recent national developments
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methodological issues are discussed throughout the book and the complementarity of different research perspectives explored
housing social work and health professionals throughout britain will find sensitive discussion here of issues which face them daily
in their work researchers will find original data explored in the context of nationally relevant research issues and policies scottish
researchers and practitioners will find detailed discussion of how far the scottish experience is distinctive how far it offers lessons
for the national picture and how far it can learn from elsewhere

Ageism in Training and Employment in South Glamorgan 1995

multiple sclerosis is an incurable neurological disease of unknown cause with a fearful reputation for generating disability
unemployment poverty and early death this book critically surveys the current state of multiple sclerosis research demonstrating
the shortfall of current research undertaken on the lives of people with multiple sclerosis

South Glamorgan 1996

the royal commission on the ancient and historical monuments of wales has a leading national role in developing and promoting
understanding of the archaeological built and maritime heritage of wales as the originator curator and supplier of authoritative
information for individual corporate and governmental decision makers researchers and the general public

An Inventory of the Ancient Monuments in Glamorgan: Volume III - Part 1b:
Medieval Secular Monuments the Later Castles from 1217 to the present 2000

this is the first book to explore the exceptional opportunities offered by aerial photography for unravelling the physical
complexities and historical development of the industrial landscape of britain a wide range of industrial sites is illustrated from
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quarries mines and car factories to airports railways and new towns the general nature and significance of their history and
development is discussed while the detailed commentaries accompanying each photograph indicate the kind of historical and
technical information which cannot be easily obtained in any other way there is good geographic coverage of sites with examples
from england wales and scotland drawn from the eighteenth to the twentieth centuries through a combination of fascinating
narrative detail and imaginative presentation of photographic evidence this book provides a unique insight into our industrial past
and present

Whitton, an Iron Age and Roman Farmstead in South Glamorgan 1981

this inventory forms part ii of volume iv of the series planned for the county of glamorgan volume iii is intended to survey the
secular monuments of the middle ages part i defensive and part ii nondefensive volume iv is intended to survey the secular
monuments of the period between the reformation and the industrial revolution part i the greater houses and part ii the
farmhouses and cottages when complete the series should provide a comprehensive description of the surviving dwellings of the
people of glamorgan both fortified and unfortified from the time of the norman invasion until the accession of george iii together
with a few selected monuments of later date in part i of the present volume were described the principal residences of the major
land owning families built between ca 1540 and 1760 in all 42 houses were fully illustrated and described in part ii will be found
some of the secondary residences of those families as well as houses of lesser landowners but chiefly recorded here are the houses of
minor gentry and the tenant farmers yeomen and husbandmen effectively the middle class of rural society in all 1 136 houses have
been noted in addition a selection of farmbuildings has been included a total of 342 being noted contents map of ecclesiastical
parishes list of maps chairman s preface report with list of monuments selected by the commissioners as especially worthy of
preservation list of commissioners and staff presentation of material abbreviated titles of references historical survey architectural
survey maps illustrating building features illustrated inventory arranged by plan types med medieval houses al sub medieval
direct entry houses with lateral chimney a sub medieval direct entry houses with chimneys on the end gable or on the cross wall
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away from the entry b sub medieval hearth passage end entry and chimney backing onto the entry houses bl sub medieval hearth
passage houses long houses c sub medieval lobby entry houses e sub medieval offset entry houses h sub medieval gable end entry
houses u sub medieval unit system houses r renaissance central planned symmetrical houses misc miscellaneous domestic remains l
llantwit major cb cowbridge f farm buildings list of sites list of ecclesiastical parishes with incidence of monuments list of civil
parishes with incidence of monuments glossary index map of civil parishes

British Nuclear Mobilisation Since 1945 2021-05-18

this 1950 book surveys what was known about prehistoric chamber tombs in england and wales at the time of publication reflecting
on discoveries made through the excavation of numerous tombs in the previous fifty years this book will be of value to anyone
interested in megalithic tombs and the development of archaeology

An Inventory of the Ancient Monuments in Glamorgan: Volume III: Medieval secular
monuments. The early castles - from the Norman Conquest to 1217 1991

we tend to think of coal mining as predominantly a male occupation with women confined to roles as wives and support workers
women worked at the coal face for many years before they were banned in 1842 however mere legislation was not going to stop
them many continued to work underground with mine owners making little attempt to stop them due to the low wages paid to
women some would dress and pass as men to fool visiting inspectors for the majority though they worked on the pit brow where
they received the coal cleaned sorted and cut it to uniform size dirty laborious work including many accidents and deaths done by
women and girls some as young as 10 years old society was appalled and harshly criticized women but not men for working in
such environments and so close to male workers find a respectable job like domestic service they were told despite the fact that
few jobs for women were available in such industrialized areas like the more famous pit brow lasses of lancashire the tip girls were
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castigated for having unsexed themselves accused of immorality of being unfit wives and mothers and society went on a mission to
save them but the tip girls did not want to be saved for nearly a hundred years these women fought society and parliament to
keep their jobs and clear their reputations norena shopland tells their story for the first time new research from census returns and
newspaper accounts have uncovered over 1 500 named women who worked in the welsh coalfields only a few could be included
in this book but it shows how much more work is needed in order for us to continue to celebrate these remarkable women

Deer and People 2014-09-30

papers presented at the third international conference on land reclamation an end to dereliction held at the university of wales
college of cardiff cardiff uk 2 5 july 1991

Railways in South Wales and the Central Wales Line in the Late 20th Century
2022-12-01

minerals of britain and ireland is a completely comprehensive treatment of the minerals found in britain ireland and the
surrounding islands

Perspectives on Welfare 2018-08-20

there are huge gaps in our understanding of the lives of the silures despite what is in many instances a glaring lack of evidence i
ve increasingly become convinced that trying to tease out what we can about the social structure of these people offers one of our
best avenues to understanding them better silures explores exciting new discoveries and changing interpretations to give an up to
date analysis of the iron age peoples of south east wales from the study of stuff new evidence of trade and commerce and
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archaeological discoveries to the suggestion of a new research agenda and a consideration of silurian resonances in modern wales ray
howell s insights are based on personal observations and his own research activities including excavations in the silurian region

The Implementation of the Children Act (1989) in South Glamorgan 1993

Census 1981 1982
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